Key indicators: single-crystal X-ray study; T = 123 K; mean (C-C) = 0.006 Å; R factor = 0.041; wR factor = 0.135; data-to-parameter ratio = 16.0.
Related literature
For synthetic procedures, see: van der Boom et al. (1998) ; Johansson et al. (2005) . For a similar complex with two sixmembered rings in the framework, see: Ohff et al. (1997) . For a crystallographic analysis of related complexes, see: Johansson et al. (2007) . For similar complexes with ruthenium and nickel, see: Zhang et al. (2005) and Boro et al. (2008) , respectively. For reactivity studies of the title compound, see: Johansson & Wendt (2007) .
Experimental
Crystal data Table 1 Hydrogen-bond geometry (Å , ). 
The title compound was prepared according to a literature procedure (Johansson et al., 2005) .
Refinement
All hydrogen atoms were included in calculated positions as riding atoms, with C-H = 0.95Å for aromatic hydrogen atoms, 0.98Å for methyl hydrogen atoms and 0.99Å for methylene hydrogen atoms. The hydrogen atom U iso parameters were set at 1.5U eq for the methyl hydrogen atoms, and 1.2U eq for all other hydrogen atoms.
Because of the bias in the data the C25 atom could not be refined anisotropically satisfactorily. Therefore, EADP constraint was applied in the refinement equallizing C25 with C26 atom. This results in high electronic density of 1.912 e Å -3 near C25 probably indicating some disorder or partial occupancy of another atom.
supplementary materials sup-2 Figures   Fig. 1 . A molecular structure of (I), with the atom-numbering scheme. Displacement ellipsoids are drawn at the 30 % probability level. Intramolecular hydrogen bonds are shown by dashed lines. [2,6-Bis(di-tert-butylphosphinomethyl)phenyl-κ 
